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Professional Services Capability 

Framework: Delivering Results 

This document sets out in one place all of the information relating to the Delivering Results capability, including: 

 Capability indicators 

 Ineffective behaviours 

 Development suggestions, tips, tools and activities 

 Formal learning options 

 

This is to support you in developing in this particular capability. This document should always be read with the Professional Services Capability 

Framework  

 

https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/02/Final-Full-Capability-Framework.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/02/Final-Full-Capability-Framework.pdf
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Delivering results  
Achieves timely results through efficient use of resources and commitment to quality standards 

    
Foundation Adept Advanced Strategic 

 

Knows, understands and consistently 
achieves  the quality standards and/or 
service level agreements expected of 
the job 
 
Completes work to a high level of 
accuracy 
 
Maintains records and data accurately 
 
Applies policies and procedures 
consistently and fairly 
 
Contributes to the achievement of 
targets within their area of 
responsibility 
 
Applies relevant job knowledge, skills 
and expertise to do the job well   
 
Plans ahead to achieve results  
 
Contributes to identifying and 
implementing process improvements 
 
 

Draws on own and others experience 
and expertise to resolve problems 
 
Ensures consistency and integrity in 
service delivery 
 
Thinks creatively  
 
Develops and enhances policy, process 
and procedures 
 
Makes sure colleagues understand 
expected goals and acknowledges the 
success of the individual(s) 
 
 

Oversees quality assurance activity 
and ensures consistency in service 
delivery 
 
Develops new products/services to 
meet needs  
 
Uses specialist knowledge to inform 
approaches to problem solving 
 
Focuses on improving services and 
outcomes 
 
Makes sure others understand that 'on 
time and on budget' results are 
required and how overall success is 
defined 
 
Considers wider organisational 
objectives when making decisions 
 
Monitors performance against targets 
 
Identifies actions to recognise 
individual or team achievement  
 
Seeks and uses the expertise of key 
individuals to achieve organisational 
outcomes  

Establishes systems to ensure all staff 
can identify the direct connection 
between organisational outcomes and 
individual work   
 
Sets targets and performance goals 
 
Establishes quality standards and 
provides assurance that they are 
being met 
 
Ensures wider organisational 
objectives are taken into account in 
setting targets and performance goals 
 
Takes action to reprioritise if 
performance standards drop 
 
Evaluates the impact of the service or 
function or team 
 
Ensures individual and team 
achievements are publicly recognised 
and celebrated 
 
Influences others to take responsibility 
and achieve results 

 

Focus on Outcomes   

 

 

Grades 2, 3, 4 & 5 Grade 6 Grades 7, 8 & 9 

 

SSG  
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Delivering results: Ineffective behaviours  
Examples of behaviours which are ineffective and may indicate a need for further discussion or development 

For all  Fails to see things through to completion. Hands over work too quickly or with missing information 

 Accepts or delivers sub-standard quality, inconsistent or inaccurate work or services  

 Overcommits or fails to plan effectively and therefore misses deadlines  

 Maintains the status quo, does not seek to evaluate, change, improve or generate new ideas 

 Takes sole credit for results achieved  

 Works in isolation without drawing upon the expertise of others  

 Sacrifices quality for quantity or does not build quality checks into work or planning 

For leaders and 
managers 

 Fails to address individuals' underperformance 

 Does not set clear and measurable objectives for individuals or the business area or set out how they link to organisational 

outcomes 

 Blames their team if results are missed or takes personal credit for the team's achievements  

 Ignores the challenges their team faces in delivering results and provides little or no support to overcome them 

 Only sporadically monitors progress against targets or objectives 

 Does not evaluate the impact of their team's work against agreed outcomes 

 

Focus on Outcomes   
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Delivering results - development suggestions 
Achieves timely results through efficient use of resources and commitment to quality standards 

    
Foundation Adept Advanced Strategic 

 

Individual activities and reflection 

Ensure you are clear on the quality 
standards you need to meet and 
deadlines for achieving them 

Build in enough time to be accurate 
and check your work or, where it is 
important, ask a colleague to check it. 
Avoid distractions and set aside 
enough time when you are carrying 
out work which needs accuracy 

Put in place a work plan for yourself 
with key tasks for the next 3, 6 or 12 
months showing busier and quieter 
times, areas of pressure and outlining 
any reasons which might delay your 
work 

Action with others 

Check your idea of "high quality" is 
the same as your manager's and 
colleagues' so you can all be 
consistent 

Visit other teams or departments to 
see how they work and whether there 
is anything you can learn from how 
they ensure they meet their targets or 
deliver results 

Identify skills or experience which 

Individual activities and reflection 

Break your objectives down into smaller 
tasks, estimating time-scales for each.  
You can use these as check-points to 
establish progress. Use a plan on a 
page to help you start 

Choose one of your most frequently 
used policies or processes: work 
through it to suggest changes to 
improve effectiveness or provide better, 
more consistent customer services 

When emailing or talking about a 
success or a project, particularly to 
more senior colleagues, publically 
acknowledge and thank people by 
name for their specific contribution to 
the outcome 

Action with others 

Arrange a discussion with colleagues 
about your team's vision and 
objectives.  Identify any shortages in 
resources for delivering those 
objectives and consider how these can 
be overcome by rearranging resources 

Before starting a new initiative or 
project, talk to a range of colleagues 
with a variety of skills and expertise so 
they can make suggestions about the 

Individual activities and reflection 

Prioritise your team or department's 
vision or objectives so everyone 
understands which are the most 
important and why, linking to delivery 
of the University strategy   

Put the user at the heart of service 
delivery: seek your customers' views 
on their ideal service and outcomes 
from your business area. Seek regular 
feedback from them and share how 
you've responded to their feedback to 
date 

Evaluate your business area's 
priorities against the University's to 
ensure they align (or to change them, 
if necessary). Use this to help you and 
your colleagues/team assess where to 
focus effort and resource and budget 

Action with others 

Involve and listen to team members in 
considering barriers to the team 
achieving its targets/goals. Use a 
fishbone analysis or force field 
analysis. Prioritise those barriers with 
the most significant impact and take 
action to resolve those, escalating 
where necessary 

Individual activities and reflection 

Horizon scan for developments within 
the University, using your networks, 
briefings, strategic and departmental 
plans to ensure your team or business 
area's priorities remain accurate. Use 
the intelligence you gather to think 
creatively about how your service may 
need to adapt in the future 

Ensure your team understands how 
the unit contributes to the University 
strategy. Create opportunities, 
through team meetings and 
development sessions to share the 
wider context, and enable discussions 
and questions 

Visit high performing institutions inside 
and outside the sector to seek to 
understand best practice 

Action with others 

With your team, develop a strategic 
vision and plan for how you envisage 
your unit operating in 2 and 5 years' 
time to share with stakeholders and 
team members 

Develop and share with your team, 
stakeholders and ULT members your 
'theory of change' for how your 

 

Focus on Outcomes   

 

 

Grades 2, 3, 4 & 5 Grade 6 Grades 7, 8 & 9 

 

SSG  

 

https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/01/Plan-on-a-page.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/01/Plan-on-a-page.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/01/Fishbone-diagram.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/01/Force-field-analysis.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/01/Force-field-analysis.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/01/Theory-of-Change-.pdf
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would help you to deliver more 
effectively in your role: identify role 
models with those skills and work 
shadow them to build your own 
capability in that area 

Take time with colleagues in and 
outside your team to understand the 
end-to-end processes which your 
work forms part of, even when some 
parts are outside your team. Are there 
any areas which you could improve? 

best way to approach things 

Build networks with people with a range 
of skills who you can approach for 
advice and support on areas outside 
your expertise or to act as a sounding 
board 

Consider with colleagues the pros/cons 
of how your team currently monitors its  
performance: start a conversation with 
colleagues about how you might make 
improvements to this monitoring 
process 

As a team, set out your business 
area's objectives and quality 
standards visibly in a shared space: 
track progress against them regularly 
and publically 

Put in place regular visible quality 
checks with your team. Use these as 
an opportunity to share good practice 
and challenge inconsistency and 
inaccuracy. Consider a regular short 
team meeting. Ensure successes are 
praised and ask for ideas for how to 
tackle any shortfalls 

planned change activities are 
expected to lead to desired outcomes 
and how you will evaluate their 
effectiveness.  
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Delivering results - development suggestions 
Achieves timely results through efficient use of resources and commitment to quality standards 

Face to face learning Online courses Downloadable toolkits and guides 

Effective conversations for PDRs: This session 
specifically supports reviewers to confidently 
prepare for and hold effective review conversations 
to support the performance and development of 
staff.  

Coaching skills for managers: This is a practical 
session that aims to enable line managers to realise 
the benefits of coaching their team members to 
make a positive impact on both the student and staff 
experience. It will introduce you to coaching 
techniques and principles and provide the 
opportunity to put these newly learned skills into 
practice. 

Managing People: This workshop will explore the 
core role of a manager and introduce some key 
considerations and skills that can help individuals to 
maximise their personal effectiveness as managers. 

Managing for Results:  This course shares tips on 

ways to manage teams, achieve results and deliver 
strategies. It focuses on three key areas: motivation, 
positive change, and decision making 

Managing Employee Performance Problems: This 
course addresses 15 common difficulties which 
managers experience with employees 

Improving Employee Performance: This course 
shares strategies for creating a culture that 
encourages high performance as well as best 
practices for improving employee performance. It 
covers techniques for setting clear expectations, 
delegating tasks 

Time Management Fundamentals: Learn how to get 
more done in the shortest time possible and avoid 
the obstacles and distractions that can get in the 
way of good time management 

 

A Useful Guide to Time Management: This guide is 
designed to help any member of staff who is 
responsible for others to improve their time 
management skills. It will help you to analyse your 
present use or time, identify problem areas and 
reprioritise in line with your objectives 

Guide to the Performance Development Review: a 
guide to using the Hallam PDR effectively 

Further guides here 

 

 

Focus on Outcomes   

 

 

https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/hallamleaders/pdr-effective-conversations/?doing_wp_cron=1524577593.8796710968017578125000
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/hallamleaders/people-management-essentials-workshops/coaching-skills-for-managers-2/?doing_wp_cron=1546943150.6546690464019775390625
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/hallamleaders/people-management-essentials-workshops/managing-people-2/?doing_wp_cron=1546943169.4819250106811523437500
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/managing-for-results
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/managing-employee-performance-problems-2013
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/improving-employee-performance
http://www.pansophix.com/uul/downloads/sheffield-hallam/a-useful-guide-to-time-management.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/?doing_wp_cron=1509633308.6042098999023437500000
http://www.pansophix.com/uul/sheffield-hallam.php

